Impact of Ionic Liquids on the Structure and Dynamics of Collagen.
The changes in the structure and dynamics of collagen treated with two different classes of ionic liquids, bis-choline sulfate (CS) and 1-butyl-3-methyl imidazolium dimethyl phosphate (IDP), have been studied at the molecular and fibrillar levels. At the molecular level, circular dichroic studies revealed an increase in molar ellipticity values for CS when compared with native collagen, indicating cross-linking, albeit pronounced conformational changes for IDP were witnessed indicating denaturation. The impedance was analyzed to correlate the conformational changes with the hydration dynamics of protein. Changes in the dielectric properties of collagen observed upon treatment with CS and IDP reported molecular reorientation in the surrounding water milieu, suggesting compactness or destabilization of the collagen. This was further confirmed by proton transverse NMR relaxation time measurements, which demonstrated that the water mobility changes in the presence of the ILs. At the fibrillar level, differential scanning calorimetry thermograms for rat tail tendon collagen fibers treated with CS show a 5 °C increase in denaturation temperature, suggesting imparted stability. On the contrary, a significant temperature decrease was noticed for IDP, indicating the destabilization of collagen fibers. The obtained results clearly indicate that the changes in the secondary structure of protein are due to the changes in the hydration dynamics of collagen upon interaction with ILs. Thus, this study on the interaction of collagen with ionic liquids unfolds the propensity of ILs to stabilize or destabilize collagen depending on the changes invoked at the molecular level in terms of structure and dynamics of protein, which also got manifested at the fibrillar level.